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The Opera Foundation for young Australians announces Auditions for the 1st Lady Galleghan London Award.  This Award has been 
made possible by the generosity of the late Lady Galleghan OBE.

This Award provides:

• Accommodation allowance (Winner must source / arrange their own accommodation).

• Coachings with suggested industry professionals

• Opera Holland Park – Member of Chorus in the 2nd Season of 2021

• Opera Holland Park – The potential to be considered for a principal role the following Summer Season

• Opportunity to Audition / Consultation with Diva Opera

• Tait Memorial Trust performance opportunities where practical.

The winner will be an outstanding young Australian singer with operatic stage experience, residing in the UK at the time of 
application who would be capable of meeting the demands of performing professionally.

Value of Award
$15,000 (AUD)

Timing:
21 June – 31 July 2021 – Opera Holland Park 
August 2021 – Coachings

Photograph Credit: Ali Wright - 2019 production of Un ballo in Maschera – Opera Holland Park

2021 LADY GALLEGHAN LONDON AWARD
APPLICATIONS OPEN TO AUSTRALIAN CITIZENS CURRENTLY BASED IN THE UK

APPLICATIONS CLOSE ON FRIDAY 9TH APRIL 2021
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APPLICATION PROCESS 
Opening your application by phoning the Foundation has 
been introduced for you to identify whether you meet the 
basic criteria, age, Australian citizenship, availability, etc and 
also enquire about the individual Awards to ensure that you 
are fully aware of all the opportunities available.

You will also be able to enquire about the Application / 
Audition process and any of the attachments that the 
applications require. All questions welcome.

This assists the Foundation with more efficient Audition 
scheduling prior to the application close date.

Step 1 – Prior to opening your application (MANDATORY)
Contact Alison Cole – CEO on email  
alison@theoperafoundation.com.au to confirm that you 
qualify and meet the criteria PRIOR to commencing your 
application process. This is to save everyone time and 
expense. This is CRITICAL to ensure expectations are met 
and you are clear to proceed with your application and 
recording.  A criteria list will be sent via email in response 
for your completion.

Step 2 – Confirmation of Application Acceptance  
to proceed
Upon completion of your criteria check list, confirmation from 
the Foundation will be emailed to you in order for you to 
proceed and submit your application / recording.

Step 3 – Application requirements
• Completed application including List of Arias

• Current CV

• References (2) 

• Professional Objectives Outline – create a one-page word 
document, outlining your educational qualifications, 
performance experience, your future study & performance 
plans. Demonstrate how this opportunity will be beneficial 
to your professional future. Guidelines of this available.
(emailed in pdf format to alison@theoperafoundation.com.au)

• Aria Recordings – submit mp4-videos via a dropbox or 
youtube link (only .mp4 file extensions are allowed).  
Only dropbox or youtube links will be accepted.

Step 4 – Process for Adjudicators
The Adjudicators will meet to review the recordings and 
professional objectives outline and select the winner.

Step 5 – Winner Notification
The Winner will be notified and must confirm in writing to the 
Foundation that they accept the Award.

Step 6 – The Foundation will notify Opera Holland Park.

Step 7  – Public Announcement of Winner.

Criteria
Citizenship – must be an Australian Citizen

Age - Must be aged between 20 to 33 years at 31 December 
2021 (proof must be provided)

Voice Qualifications – Applicants must have a voice with 
outstanding operatic potential, music background and  
artistic aptitude.

Professional Objectives Outline – create a one-page word 
document, outlining your educational qualifications, 
performance experience, your future study & performance 
plans. Demonstrate how this opportunity will be beneficial to 
your professional future. Guidelines of this available.

Availability - The winner must be available in London to 
commence the contract on the 21 June – 31 July 2021 and  
the operas will be The Cunning Little Vixen (in English) and 
L’amico Fritz (in Italian) to remain there until the contract at 
Opera Holland Park is completed.

Failure to confirm availability in writing will result in 
disqualification.

Liaison – The Foundation will liaise with Opera Holland Park 
on behalf of the winner on all matters pertaining to the Award. 
In the event of the winner being approached during the term 
of the contract to appear or perform at anything other than 
that stipulated by Opera Holland Park, the winner must first 
submit this request and relevant details in writing to the 
Foundation prior to initiating any approach to the 
management of Opera Holland Park or agreeing to so appear 
or perform. The Foundation will assess the request and inform 
the winner of their decision.

Final Report – Following completion of the contract, the 
winner must submit a final report to the Foundation.

Application Requirements

Application 
Completed and lodged with the Foundation.

Payment
To offer our support to young Australians, the application fee 
will be waived on this occasion.

References 
All applicants must source two written references from opera 
professionals (excluding current vocal teachers) in support of 
the suitability of the applicant for this Award.

Proof of Australian Citizenship
Evidence of residence in the UK at time of application to the 
satisfaction of the Foundation.

Proof of UK visa
Proof to be provided to the satisfaction of the Foundation.
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Recording criteria 
• Must be a presentable and audible / visual recording to 

Audition standard.

• Aria Recordings – submit mp4-videos via a dropbox or 
youtube link (only .mp4 file extensions are allowed).  
Only dropbox or youtube links will be accepted.

• Must be piano and voice only.

• Recording must be recorded specifically for this 
application (applicants must be mindful of the venues  
and suitability when making recording).

• Arias must meet the criteria listed below:

• Three (3) operatic Arias from the standard opera 
repertoire in the ORIGINAL LANGUAGES and KEYS 
including two languages and in contrasting styles. 
Repertoire from Musical Theatre or Oratorio will NOT  
be accepted.

• Selected Arias should be commensurate with the singer’s 
age and ability and should not exceed ten (10) minutes  
in length each.

• Arias must be listed on the Aria form provided.

Regulations & Requirements
• No correspondence will be entered into including agents, 

relatives, teachers or any third party.

• All decisions of The Opera Foundation for young 
Australians will be final and binding.  No correspondence 
will be entered into regarding the result.

• The prize money will be paid into an Australian bank 
account in Australian Dollars Only.

• Recognition of The Opera Foundation for young 
Australians.

• References – must be DATED, CURRENT, SIGNED & 
RELEVANT to each Award applied for and not provided 
by your current vocal teacher.

• The Foundation has the right to withdraw this Award at its 
absolute discretion.

• The Winner is responsible for their own travel insurance 
and must provide proof to the Foundation.

Considerations
• During the circumstances that COVID-19 has presented 

and also in the interests of keeping these opportunities 
available, regulations have been amended and will return 
to live auditions in the future.

• All applicants will be provided with the same conditions 
of entry to enable Adjudicators to make a fair and 
measured decision.

Disclaimer & Release
• We have been living in a world of COVID and 

acknowledge it, and if it transpires you as the winner 
cannot undertake the Award due to, or the Opera Holland 
Park 2021 season is adversely affected by, reasons related 
to COVID, the parties agree that we would need to revisit 
the Award.

• I acknowledge that I am aware of the current COVID-19 
Pandemic outbreak. I acknowledge and understand that 
we are in the midst of a public health crisis that presents 
serious risk, and that The Opera Foundation for young 
Australians cannot guarantee the safety of the award 
recipient in light of those risks. I knowingly and willingly 
assume all such risks and release The Opera Foundation 
for young Australians, Opera Holland Park and Diva 
Opera from any and all liability in connection with the 
pandemic. I further acknowledge and understand that  
I personally need to do my part to keep everyone as safe 
as possible and if I am the award recipient, I agree to fully 
comply with all health and safety guidelines required.  
I acknowledge that I have read and fully understand these 
risks and these terms of the award. 
 
 
 

All enquiries please contact Alison Cole 
alison@theoperafoundation.com.au  

or +61 414 383848

PHONE Monday to Friday - 8:00AM to 6:00pm  
SYDNEY TIME ONLY 

(PLEASE DO NOT CALL OUTSIDE THESE HOURS)


